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Abstract

The terminology and concept related to sustainable business models (SBM)
has received increasing attention over the last decade, as the “BM.com era”,
sustainable innovation and open innovation concepts have become more
popular and of growing global relevance. However, studying SBMs does
present certain challenges due to lack of clear definitions and empirical studies.
The objective of this study is to present and discuss different approaches
towards mapping and understanding SBMs and the incentive models behind.
Thus a key contribution of this paper is an exploration of the concept and the
incentives of SBM to provide new angles to SBM research.

Keywords: Sustainable and non-sustainable business models, open business
models, closed business models.

1 Introduction to the Business Model Cube

Business model (BM) and Business Model Innovation (BMI) has been the
focus of substantial attention by both academics and practitioners (Amit &
Zott, 2001; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002; Christensen & Raynor, 2003;
Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005; Markides & Charitou, 2004; Markides, 2008;
Zott, 2011; Teece, 2012; Lindgren & Aagaard, 2014) and has been the subject
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of a still growing number of academic and practitioner-oriented studies.
Current rates of change are intensifying and involve a growing number of
co-dependent dynamic variables (Inyang et al., 2011). Greater global inter-
connectedness, technologically enabled transparency, customer transience and
cultural diversity have all converged (Rosethorn, 2009; Garavan & McGuire,
2010; He, 2012), generating market pressures businesses can no longer ignore.
With new demands and the quest for competitive advantage is still a dominant
driver (He, 2012), organizations are being forced to find new ways to achieve
success.

In order to stay competitive, organizations are under pressure to respond
to social changes (Wang, et al., 2011) and sustainable business (SB) and
sustainable business model innovation (SBMI) is suggested as a new and
different perspective on business. Over the last decade, research on SBs
and – innovations has expanded rapidly. Sustainability has become a new
premise for doing business (Aagaard, 2012) – moving it from political dis-
courses into business boardrooms. However, applying BMI as a way to create
sustainable value requires several alterations of our ways of understanding
and evaluating businesses and their BMs.

As some forms of so-called SBM emerged (e.g. Sustainable Energy, Fair
trade, Bottom of The Pyramid (BOP), Business recycling, Cradle to Cradle)
many businesses began to rethink and change their business, BMs and BMI-
Strategies. The movement has developed from a so-called closed form of
business (a firm, an entity, a business with a certain number of business
models, not including the environment and the surrounding businesses)
towards an open and sustainable form for business emphasizing the entire
ecosystem of the business. This paper presents an exploration of the concepts
and motivations involved in businesses moving from closed and none sus-
tainable business models (NSBM) towards open and SBM. Thus, the research
question of the paper is as follows:

“How can we identify sustainable business models and what are
the incentives for engaging in sustainable business modeling?”

2 Portfolio, Dimensions and Componens
of the SB and SBM

SB represents an ontology as a convention between network partner’s sus-
tainable businesses and BMs focusing and applied to the generation and
sharing of SBMs and their values. The sustainability, and the radicality of
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Figure 1 Flows in and out of a sustainable business model.

this sustainability, can however be very different from one SBM to another
SBM. We propose that SBMs are fundamentally built in an equal way to
NSBMs, comprising a variation of the 7 dimensions of a BM (Lindgren &
Rasmussen, 2013; Lindgren, Taran and Boer, 2010). The SBM is however
different to the NSBM because it is specified as a given BM with a unique
configuration of sustainability related to the none-SBM.

Figure 2 An example of a NSB and SB from a BM dimension perspective.
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It means that in an SBM, one or more of the individual dimensions and
related components as shown in the figure beneath are sustainable.ANSBM by
contrast has no sustainability in and out flows of values on any BM dimensions
and components.

Seen from a business perspective, Business 1 has only NSBM and can
therefore be classified as a non-sustainable business (NSB). Business 2 has
both an SBM and a NSBM and therefore could be classified as SB to some
extent. In most cases we believe that a BM is seldom fully sustainable or fully
non sustainable.

3 Incentives and Value Formula Related to SB and SBM

SB communities reveal that financial rewards are not necessary enough to
recruit and motivate SBMI, networks, business and BMs to join the SB and
SBM. We have seen that communities, charity network, public bodies, event
organisations, e.g. are not in particular motivated by profit and don’t propose
financial compensation to contributors of SB (Roberts et al., 2006). They have
e.g. shown to be based on “bazaar” governance with open contracts, open
asset, open workforce where control and incentives are very low (Demil and
Lecocq, 2006; Nambissan and Sawney, 2007). The members tend to be more
motivated by symbolic rewards such as recognition, branding, knowledge
sharing, increasing their own knowledge, the feeling of solidarity, fairness
and altruism (Roberts et al, 2006; Von Hippel and Von Krogh, 2006; West and
Gallagher, 2006).

Von Hippel and Von Krogh (2006) propose an incentive model that com-
bines elements of the private and collective models: the “private-collective”
SBM model. Here, innovators in projects use their own resources to privately
invest in the creation of new knowledge and in SBMI. Private investment and
collective action can co-exist and enable the development of public value –
society value – through private funding. We believe the same could also be
the case for SB and SBM innovation.

Chesbrough’s framework on open business model (OBM) involves the
use of deliberate inflows and outflows of knowledge – in our definition on
SBMI – knowledge innovation (Amidon, 2011) would be highly useful to
accelerate SBMI and to expand the BM Ecosystem for external use of SBMs.
Chesbrough (2006, 2007) consider that a businesses’ overall BM acts as a
filter to select the BMs that fit the focal BM. Adapting this approach means
that the SB and the SBM related to Chesbrough’s proposal would be related
to the business – which again questions the degree of sustainability related
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to the SB and SBM paradigm. Further it questions if there are other levels of
SBM than the business – e.g. the BM Ecosystem, the society, the world and
the process. These could be the filters on a scale of how sustainable the SB and
SBM really is. We will come back to this in our final framework for judging
the sustainability of the SB, SBM and SBMI.

Chesbrough (2006, 2007) also states that the OBM paradigm gives birth
to a new type of business called “OBM innovation intermediaries”. These
businesses act as “market places” or OBM platforms, whose function is either
to help BM innovators use external ideas of BM more rapidly, or help inventors
find more markets or other business and BMs where others can use their own
BM ideas and concepts in a mutually beneficial way.

4 Motivations for SB and SB Modelling

Defining a value creation model based on a SB and the SBM concept requires a
good understanding of how to motivate contributors to ensure that they actively
participate in the SB and SBM activities – and not just create, capture, deliver,
receive and consume the sustainable values and leave any “non sustainable
value” behind for others to deal with.

The first SB model is the private investment SBM model, where contribu-
tors to an open business and OBM are individually rewarded for the knowledge
they provide by private, public, NGO’s and non profit organisations or a
mixture of all “investors”. They expect to make profits or other values on top
of the developed SBM’s. Intellectual propriety is transferred from individual

Figure 3 BOP business models.

Source: Lindgren et al., 2010.
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contributors to “investors” via patent, copyrights, futures etc. Private, Public
and NGO BMs are together joining a BOP BM in a triple helix cooperation
to create different types of value to each other and other in markets with no
or very little money. According to research, one challenge to this first model
is geographical distance (Lindgren et al., 2010).

The second model is the collective action SBM model. This model is based
on the revealing of findings, discoveries and knowledge freely and openly in
the business. It characterises fully SBMI, and above all sustainable value
creation projects as examples of sustainable business model innovation. In so
far as it makes collaborative sustainable value design possible the collective
action model assumes that SBM innovators relinquish control of knowledge,
or other sustainable value assets they have developed during the project, and
so create sustainable value.

According to Von Hippel and Von Krogh (2006), one major problem of the
collective action model is how to reward real contributors and how to avoid
free riding (e.g. downloading of open source software without contribution).
The same would be the case of SBMI. The literature on collective action
related to SB and SBMs are very limited but there are some indications that
the creation and deployment of selective incentives to reward contributors to
SB and SBMs is essential to the success of collective action SBMI projects.
The importance of selective incentives related to SB and SBM indicates that
small groups will be most successful at executing collective action SBM
because selective incentives can be carefully tailored to each group member,
and individual contributions can be more effectively monitored. However this
have consequences for the judgement and classification of sustainability.

5 Discussion

This study has explored the concept of SBMs and the incentive models for
engaging in SBMI. However, a number of key issues need to be addressed in
research to get a clear definition of SB and SBM. For one, can a business claim
sustainability, if the business contains both sustainable and non-sustainable
BMs? Another interesting question that needs explorations: how sustainable
does a SBM have to be? Does the label, “SBM”, require that all dimensions of
the BM are sustainable?And who and which part of the network and ecosystem
determines the level of sustainability? And finally is it at all possible to talk
SBMs over time and in the long run, as what is considered sustainable changes
with time?
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We have identified five core phases in the SBM literature, which could be
followed in further exploring the concept and the motivation for SBM.

In the first phase, a number of suggested SBM definitions and classifica-
tions can be drawn up. State of the art analysis reveal that there is still some
confusion on the definitions and taxonomy of SBM.

In the second phase we can begin to complete the SBM definitions by
proposing what elements belong into a SBM and what does not.

The third phase will follow with a detailed description of these SBM
components, SBM dimensions, SBM, SBM portfolio, SB, SBM Ecosystems
and SBMI process to describe the SBM.

In the fourth phase researchers can begin to model the SBM conceptually
culminating in a SBM ontology and finally,

In the fifth phase, SBM models can be applied into SBMI leadership and
management and related information systems [practice] applications.

In this context an evolution platform on the SBM concept can be very
helpful to illustrate the important role of SBM in a long-term perspective.

In this context our baseline analysis have shown that academically we
have reach the last part of the first phase with some examples of what we
think is SBM, SB and SBMI.

6 Conclusion

This study has discussed different approaches towards exploring and under-
standing SBM and the incentives of SBM, using Chesbrough’s open and closed
BM concepts as well as the incentive models: the “private-collective” SBM,
the collective action SBM and the BOP SBM.

However, the lack of clear definitions and classifications of the SB, SBM
and SBMI notion converge towards the approach that the SB are related to
some vision and maybe in some cases to an SBM concept vision. It seems that
nobody has dealt with a number of additional start-up and operational issues
that transcend the SBM and furthermore, it seems that the vision of the SBM
is not just one strategy but includes a number of SBM strategy elements.

We have in our baseline analysis approached the SB and SBM concept as a
unifying unit of analysis and conclude from our cross-theoretical perspective
that no single theory can fully explain SB and SBM. Consequently, it is
difficult to identify a holistic framework for a generic SB and SBM depending
merely on one SB and one author’s perspective. The contributions from our
baseline research show that we could however propose and identify some
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common ideas and theories of the SB and SBM with the following details and
aspects:

“A sustainable business and its related sustainable business model are
built upon ideas and concepts that advocated by the main theoretical frame-
work of CSR and sustainability (Carroll, 1991; Elkington, 1997; Carroll &
Shabana, 2010) and the ideas and concept of the business model framework
(Lindgren & Rasmussen, 2013) to a SB, SBM and SBMI approach.

Since the existing sustainable business model perspective in general, but
not in detail take into consideration the ways in which tangible and intangible
values, value proposition dimensions and value proposition components of
“non sustainable businesses”, “non sustainable business models” and “non
sustainable business model dimensions and components” can be valuable to
other businesses and business models – we claim that the SB and SBM is still
incremental in its thoughts, concept and operation related to sustainability and
especially to what we think could be a radical SB and radical SBM. However
the existing thoughts of “sustainable business” and “SBM” concept is a starting
point but still difficult to imitate, less transferable, less substitutable, and less
productive with use as it is formed now. It is fundamentally built on a business
and business model framework that mainly has a resource-based view of a
business and not on an integrated, network-based and relation-based view of
a business and business model.
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